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Developer 
onboarding is…
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Process by which a new developer joining 
a project or company becomes able to 
contribute meaningfully.



Why 
onboarding?
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A Product Manager operating in an agency setting is 
constantly onboarding new developers.



Developer 
onboarding is 
broken.
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Knowing enough about both to wield them and shape a quality product and 
process, leading both the team and clients along an interesting journey and 
facilitating innovation through product creation.
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The Firehose
“Here’s confluence, read it” 

“Welcome to a week straight of all day meetings” 

“Here’s a giant stack of paperwork to sift through”

How do we mess it up?
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All Trees, No Forest
“Here’s your jira tickets…” 

“Here’s some straightforward bugs to get  
your feet wet” 

“Let’s get your dev environment setup ASAP”

How do we mess it up?



There’s a lot at 
stake.
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Knowing enough about both to wield them and shape a quality product and 
process, leading both the team and clients along an interesting journey and 
facilitating innovation through product creation.



Closed 
Chapter

… Onboarding …

What’s at Stake?

New 
Opportunity

Confidence & 
Excitement 

Levels

???



23% of new 
hires don’t 
make it to 1 
year
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Onboard people, 
not resources.
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Knowing enough about both to wield them and shape a quality product and 
process, leading both the team and clients along an interesting journey and 
facilitating innovation through product creation.
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Purpose is the reason for which 
something exists, matters, or 
makes a difference



Purpose Driven 
Developer 
Onboarding
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The Product

My Team

Me

A framework to evaluate your 
company’s developer onboarding
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The Product

After onboarding, can a new developer  
thoroughly communicate the problem 
your product solves?

Our product helps Familial Caregivers 
have more meaningful connections with 
the senior they care for. 

- Expose to user feedback  
- Shadow support 
- Understand competition

Example

Tactics
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After onboarding, is a new developer 
clear on how their team contributes to 
this solution?

My team builds and maintains the support 
chat functionality that helps Caregivers 
get the resources they need to use the 
platform to its fullest potential.

- Share team genesis story 
- Bring to cross-team meeting 
- Create reasons to collaborate with other teams

Example

Tactics

My Team
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After onboarding, does a new developer 
understand how their skill set will help 
the team?

I provide expertise in developing  
chatbots that I can apply to making 
support smoother for the end user.

- Explain what prompted hiring 
- Communicate what new hires 

allow team to do 
- Share why initial work is assigned

Example

Tactics

Me
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The Product 
Benefits
Developers make a million micro decisions a day. 

When these micro decisions are moved by a solid understanding 
of purpose at each level, they have a significant effect on moving 
the user experience, and the product forward.

It isn’t just the employee that benefits


